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Please visit our website: www.JoelsCoins.com for many more coins, 

banknotes, tokens and other items.  I can only fit a very limited number of items 

in a catalog.  If ordering on line, you may enter items directly into the secure 

online order form or use the website shopping cart.  Of course, mail, fax or 

phone orders are always welcome. 
 

TERMS:    U.S. addresses: please include $6.00 postage for orders under $200, 

$8.00 for orders $200 to $600. FREE SHIPPING on orders over $600.  Postage to other countries 

will be based on actual costs. California residents please include 8.75% sales tax or a signed resale 

certificate.  All items come with 3-week return privileges. All items are guaranteed to be genuine 

forever. Prices are in US 

Dollars. We accept 

personal checks, money 

orders, American Express, 

MasterCard, VISA, Discover and Paypal.   

Checks or Money Orders are preferred as they save us transaction fees. 

Please make them payable to Joel Anderson. 
 

Many items are in limited quantities.  Alternates are appreciated and help avoid refunds. 
 

Unless otherwise indicated, coins are pictured at approximately actual size.  Banknotes, packaged 

sets and other items are reduced-sized images. 

BULK COIN & CURRENCY LOTS: 
Item 1POUND   1 POUND (about 450 grams) OF WELL MIXED WORLD COINS   $16.00 

Item 3POUND   3 POUNDS OF WELL MIXED WORLD COINS ..............................  $39.00 

Item PRE-1900  10 DIFFERENT PRE-1900 WORLD COINS, About Good to VF ..... $15.00 

Item DCCN100    100 DIFFERENT COINS FROM 100 DIFF. COUNTRIES, UNC. . $35.00 

Item DCCN183    183 DIFFERENT COINS FROM 183 DIFF. COUNTRIES, UNC. . $69.00 

Item BK-SET500   500 DIFFERENT WORLD COINS, Uncirculated .......................  $149.95 

Item LOTPM50    50 DIFFERENT WORLD BANKNOTES, Uncirculated  ................ $19.50 

Item LOTPM100    100 DIFFERENT WORLD BANKNOTES, Uncirculated  ............ $48.50  
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FIRST COIN OF NORTH MACEDONIA 

In 1991 the Republic of Macedonia gained independence 

in the breakup of Yugoslavia.  Greece, however objected 

to the name Macedonia, which they saw as part of their 

ancient Greek heritage and was a region of Greece.  

Greece blocked Macedonia's membership to the 

European Union and NATO.  The countries finally came 

to an agreement and in 2019 the Macedonia was renamed 

the Republic of North Macedonia.  This 2020 1 Dinar is 

the first coin released by the country bearing the new name of the nation.  Other than the revised 

name, the design and the specifications of the coin are the same as the previous Macedonian issue.  

The obverse depicts a Shar Planina Shepherd dog (also called Illyrian or Yugoslavian Shepherd).  

The reverse of the 23.8mm brass-plated steel coin depicts 16 sun rays, which are derived from a 

symbol of ancient Macedonia.  Also available is the beautiful 2020 North Macedonia polymer 10 

Denars banknote. 

Item MK-1D-20   NORTH MACEDONIA 1 DINAR 2020 UNC. ..................................... $3.00 

Item PM-MK-10D   NORTH MACEDONIA 10 DENARS BANKNOTE 2020 UNC. .... $3.00 

 
SERBIA 2022 SILVER TESLA – OZONE GENERATOR 

Nikola Tesla was a Serbian 

American inventor, electrical 

engineer, physicist, and 

futurist.  He is said to have 

over 300 patents covering a 

wide range of technologies 

including alternating current, 

electric motors, remote 

control, television, radio, x-

rays, cell phones, robotics, 

lasers, turbine engines, 

magnetic propulsion, drones, 

solar power, weather manipulation, particle beams and electromagnetic energy (the Tesla coil). He 

was a brilliant inventor, but a poor businessman.  Despite his many important and revolutionary 

inventions, he died alone and penniless in New York in 1943.  Serbia annually issues a 1 troy ounce 

.999 fine silver 100 Dinara coin honoring Tesla and one of his many inventions.  The 40.25mm 

coins are struck by the Serbian Mint.   Tesla’s portrait is on the obverse.  The Serbian arms, weight, 

purity, silver content, date, denomination and one or more of his inventions are on the reverse.  The 

2022 issue depicts his Ozone Generator.  Ozone is a reactive form of oxygen.  It differs from normal 

oxygen in that it has three oxygen in its molecule rather than the normal two atoms.  Because it is 

highly reactive, Tesla and many others believed it has natural healing benefits including anti-

inflammatory, anti-pathogenic, cell detoxification properties and the ability to enhance the immune 

system.  However, breathing ozone can cause lung irritation, coughing, decrease lung function and 

aggravate asthma, so the Environmental Protection Agency recommends to avoid breathing ozone.  

We also have previous Tesla coins in this popular series. 

Item RS-TESLA-OZONE   SERBIA 100 DINARA 2022-OZONE GENERATOR BU . $38.00 

Item-RS-TESLA-TOWER  SERBIA 100 DINARA 2021 FREE ENERGY, BU ............ $46.00 

Item-RS-TESLA-XRAY  SERBIA 100 DINARA 2020 TESLA-XRAY, BU ................... $47.00 

Item-RS-TESLA-REMOTE  SERBIA 100 DINARA 2019 REMOTE CONTROL, BU $47.00 
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NEW EAST CARIBBEAN STATES 2021 SILVER COINS 

The East Caribbean Central Bank 

recently released new 2021 1 troy 

ounce .999 fine coins for three of 

its member nations: Montserrat, 

St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia and 

St. Vincent & The Grenadines.   

The 39mm legal tender coins 

depict Queen Elizabeth on the 

reverse. The coins are 

denominated 2 Eastern Caribbean 

Dollars.  Only 25,000 of each coin 

were minted. Please visit our website or request a list of earlier coins in this series. 

Item MONTSERRAT21   MONTSERRAT 2 DOLLARS 2021 ANGELFISH  BU  ...... $35.00 

Item KITTS21    ST. KITTS & NEVIS 2 DOLLARS 2021 SUNKEN SHIP  BU  ......... $35.00 

Item LUCIA21    ST. LUCIA 2 DOLLARS 2021 TORCH GINGER FLOWER  BU  .. $35.00 

Item VINCENT21  ST.VINCENT & THE GRENADINES $2 2021 WHALE BU  ....... $35.00 
 

2022 SAMOA CHRIST IS LIGHT SILVER 2 TALA 

Jesus Christ standing in front of a 

church’s  rose window is featured 

on this 2022 Two Tala coin from 

Samoa.  The Chi-rho Christogram 

is to the right. The Samoan arms 

are on the obverse.   The 39mm, 1 

troy ounce .999 fine silver coin 

has a mintage of only 15,000 

pieces.  A portion of the proceeds 

of each coin is donated to 

charities.   

Item WS-2T22-JESUS   SAMOA 2 TALA 2022  JESUS CHRIST 1 OZ. SILVER BU $37.00 
 

2022 GERMAN 2 EURO FEATURES WARTBURG CASTLE 

Germany continued their annual series of 2 Euro coins honoring each of its 

states with this 2022 issue for the state of Thuringia.  The coin depicts the 

famous Wartburg Castle overlooking the city of Eisenach.  The castle is a 

UNESCO heritage site.  It was the home of St. Elizabeth of Hungary and  

\is where Martin Luther translated the New Testament into German 

following his excommunication by the Pope . The coins were struck at all 

five German mints (A=Berlin, D=Munich, F=Stuttgart, G=Karlsruhe, 

J=Hamburg).  The mintmark is above the right end of the castle.  Coins are Unc. from mint rolls. 

Item DE-2E22-WART  GERMANY 2 EURO 2022 THURINGIA, mint our choice Unc.$6.00 

Item DE-2E22-WARTx5  ALL 5 MINTS, THURINGIA 2 EURO 2022 UNC.. ............. $29.95  
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GREECE CELEBRATES 200th ANNIVERSARY THEIR CONSTITUTION 

Greece commemorated the 200th anniversary of their first constitution 

with this 2022 circulating commemorative 2 Euro coin.  Since then, 

Greece has gone through many constitutions, each suiting whoever is in 

power at the time.  The 1822 constitution was created by Greece's First 

National Assembly, held in what is now Nea (New) Epidaurus.  The 

design of the coin is based on a medal that was awarded to members of 

the First National Assembly.  It features the temple of Asclepius at 

Epidaurus with a statue of the god in the center. 

Item GR-2E22-CONST  GREECE 2 EURO 2022 CONSTITUTION UNC. .................... $6.00 

 
ITALY CELEBRATES NATIONAL POLICE FORCE ON 2022 2 EURO 

Italy commemorated the 150th Anniversary of their national police force 

“Polizia di Stato” on this 2022 dated 2 Euro coin.  The force pre-dates the 

Italian nation, having been formed in 1852 by King Victor Emmanuel II in 

Sardinia.  With the unification of Italy in 1861 it became a national police 

force.  It 1981 it was merged with the many civil police services in Italy 

and made a civil rather than a military force. The coin depicts a female and 

male police officer in front of a police car.  Less than 15% of the force is 

made up of females.   

Item IT-2E22-POLICE   ITALY 2 EURO 2022 NATIONAL POLICE FORCE, UNC. . $6.00 

 
ITALY COMMEMORATES MAFIA MURDERS ON 2022 2 EURO 

Italy commemorated the 30th anniversary of the deaths of anti-Mafia 

judges Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino.  Both were active in 

prosecuting the Cosa Nostra in Sicily.  Falcone, along with his wife and 

three police officers were killed by a massive bomb consisting of 500kg. 

(1100 pounds) of explosives placed in a tunnel under a roadway near the 

Palermo airport on May 23, 1992.  Borsellino and five police officers 

were killed by a car bomb on July 19, 1992.  The men’s deaths resulted 

in a major crackdown against the Sicilian Mafia.  The coin features 

portraits of both men that was derived from a photograph of the two talking together. 

Item IT-2E22-JUDGES  ITALY 2 EURO 2022  MURDERED JUDGES, UNC. ............ $6.00 
 

MONEY TREE ON LATVIA 2022 2 EURO 

A sparkling money tree is featured on this 2022 2 Euro coin from Latvia.  

The coin is dedicated to “Financial Literacy”.  The design signifies a wealth 

tree, which can flourish for anyone with good financial skills.  The “money 

tree” features “coins” which sparkle as the coin is shifted in the light.  The 

sparkling effect is created by sophisticated engraving and minting 

techniques which places each of the  tree’s “coins” at a slightly different 

angle from the surface of the coin.  It is a captivating design for a topic that 

is rarely commemorated on coins.  

Item LV-2E22-MONEY   LATVIA 2 EURO 2022 FINANCIAL LITERACY, UNC. ..... $6.00 

 

LITHUANIA 2 EURO COMMEMORATES BASKETBALL 

Basketball is the most popular sport in Lithuania.  This 2022 dated 2 Euro 

commemorates the 100th Anniversary of basketball in Lithuania.  The 

design features a basketball court superimposed on a map of Lithuania and 

the dates 1922 – 2022.  Though basketball was first played by women in 

Lithuania in 1919, the first official game was played by men on April 23, 

1922.  The sport gained widespread popularity after Lithuania won the 

European championship in 1937.   

Item LT -2E22-BASKETBALL   LITHUANIA 2 EURO 2022 BASKETBALL UNC.... $6.00 
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LUXEMBOURG CELEBRATES ITS FLAG LAW 

On June 23 1972 Luxembourg passed its Flag Law which officially defined 

that nations’ flag.  It was done in order to prevent another country from 

adopting the same flag.  The flag was first used in 1845, but was not 

officially adopted until 1993.   The red, white and blue striped flag is almost 

identical to the Netherlands flag but the red and blue stripes are slightly 

lighter and the flag is slightly longer.  This 2022 Luxembourg 2 Euro 

commemorates the 50th anniversary of the Flag Law.  The coin depicts 

Grand Prince Henri, the flag and the dates 1972 and 2022. 

Item LU-2E22-FLAG  LUXEMBOURG 2 EURO 2022 FLAG UNC. ............................ $14.00 

 
LUXEMBOURG CELEBRATES WEDDING ANNIVERSARY 

Luxembourg issued this 2022 dated 2 Euro coin to commemorate the 10th 

anniversary of the wedding of Guillaume, the Hereditary Grand Duke of 

Luxembourg, and Countess Stephanie de Lannoy.   The coin depicts the 

royal couple, a pair of interlocked wedding rings, the emblem of ruling 

Grand Prince Henri, “2022” and the date of the couple’s Roman Catholic 

wedding: October 20, 2012.  The couple had a civil marriage ceremony the 

previous day. 

Item LU-2E22-WED   LUXEMBOURG 2 EURO 2022 WEDDING UNC..................... $14.00 

 
ERASMUS 2 EURO COIN PROGRAM 

In 2022 all members of the Euro were authorized to issue a commemorative 

2 Euro coin commemorating the 35th anniversary of the Erasmus Program.  

The program allows students to study at a university in another country and 

often provides them with a stipend to help offset their expenses.  More than 

9 million people have participated in the program since its creation.  It is 

named after 16th century Dutch philosopher and theologian Desiderius 

Erasmus of Rotterdam.  All the coins have a similar design, the major 

difference being the placement of the name or initials of the issuing 

country.  The coins depict a portrait of Erasmus with the dates 1987-2022 and the name of the 

program in the language of the issuing nation.  In front of Erasmus are series of interlinking lines, 

representing the intellectual and human exchanges between the students.  Within the lines the figure 

"35" appears in raised areas.  We offer a set of all 16 of the Erasmus 2 Euros that were released 

into general circulation. The set includes coins from Austria, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, 

Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and 

Spain.  Belgium, Netherlands and Malta did not issued coins into circulation, they only sold them 

packaged for collectors at high prices.  As of the printing of this list, Malta was not yet available.  

Item EU-ERASMUS  SET OF ERASMUS 2 EUROS FROM 16 NATIONS, UNC. ..... $95.00 

Item BE-ERASMUS   BELGIUM 2 EURO ERASMUS 2022, BU in CoinCard ........... $29.00 

Item NL-ERASMUS   NETHERLANDS 2 EURO ERASMUS 2022, BU in CoinCard $49.00 

 
HUNGARY OPENS NEW MONEY MUSEUM 

Hungary commemorated their new Money Museum, 

which opened in March 2022 on this bi-metallic 100 

Forint.  The museum, operated by the Hungarian National 

Bank is designed to focus attention on financial literacy 

and includes many interactive exhibits oriented towards 

children.  The coin depicts four stylized coins (the Anjou 

lily, in a reference to Hungarian gold florins from the Middle Ages, the iconic digit 1 of the 1-forint 

coin introduced in 1946, a globe, and a pair of scales), the old Postal Palace which now houses the 

museum and an upward pointing graph.  The 2022 dated bi-metallic coin is 23.8mm in diameter. 

Item HU-100F22  HUNGARY 100 FORINT 2022 MONEY MUSEUM, UNC. .............. $6.00 
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NEW COINS FROM INDIA 

India recently 

released new 

2, 5 10 and 20 

Rupee coins.  

The 10 and 

20 Rupee are 

bi-metallic. 

The 1 Rupee 

was 

discontinued. All four coins have similar designs.  The obverse features the three-headed lion pillar 

of Ashoka.  The reverse had the denomination, date and grains. 

IN-SET20  INDIA 4 COIN SET 2,5,10 & 20 RUPEES 2019-20 UNC. ........................... $10.00 
 

BI-METAL BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY 2 POUND COIN FEATURES MAP 

British Antarctic Territory issued this bi-metallic 

2022 dated 2 Pound coin to commemorate the 60th 

anniversary of its formation.  The territory was 

formed March 3, 1962 and consists of "…all 

islands and territories whatsoever between the 

20th degree of west longitude and 80th degree of 

west longitude which are situated south of the 

60th parallel of south latitude…"  The territory is 

inhabited by the staff of research and support 

stations located in the territory.  It is financed primarily through the sale of postage stamps and 

coins.  The 28.4mm bi-metallic coin features a map and the coat of arms of British Antarctic 

Territory on one side and Queen Elizabeth on the other. It has a mintage of only 1950 pieces and 

comes in a presentation folder. 

Item BAT-2P22    BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERR. 2 POUNDS 2022 BU...................... $19.95 
 

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS CELEBRATES SAILING SHIPS 

The British Virgin Islands issued a series of six 

coins depicting famous sailing ships that had 

some connection with the British Virgin Islands.  

The 2022 dated 1 Dollar coins are 28.4mm and 

are struck in virenium (a gold colored alloy). 

Queen Elizabeth is on the obverse. The coins 

come in capsules and have a mintage of only 

1950 pieces each.   

BVI-MARIA  BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS 1 DOLLAR 2022 SANTA MARA BU .... $15.00 

BVI-HIND  BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS 1 DOLLAR 2022 GOLDEN HIND BU ..... $15.00 

BVI-ASTREA  BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS 1 DOLLAR 2022 HMS ASTREA BU .. $15.00 

BVI-ROHNE  BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS 1 DOLLAR 2022 RMS ROHNE BU ..... $15.00 

BVI-NYMPH  BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS 1 DOLLAR 2022 HMS NYMPH BU .... $15.00 

BVI-FORM  BRITISH VIRGIN IS. 1 DOLLAR 2022 HMS FORMIDABLE BU ....... $15.00 

BVI-SHIPSET6   ALL 6 of the above British Virgin Is. ship coins, BU ........................ $85.00  
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THE ZOO 
 

ENDANGERED FROG COINS OF MALAWI  

Malawi released a series of 10 multi-colored silver-plated Proof 10 Kwacha coins depicting 

endangered frogs in 2010.  A different species of endangered frog is depicted on each of the coins 

in vibrant colors.  Included is Blue Poison Arrow, Dyeing Poison Arrow, Darwin Frog, Panamanian 

Gold, Purple Frog, Carrikeri Harlequin, Golden Harlequin, Tree Frog, Amazon Horned, Malagasy 

Rainbow.   The obverses of the coins include the Malawi coat of arms, denomination and date. The 

39mm coins are Proof and have a mintage of only 10,000 pieces each.   The Standard Catalog of 

World Coins only lists six of the ten coins in the set. Those that are listed have a catalog value of 

$24 each.  Due to a fortunate purchase we can offer this attractive set for much less. 

Item MW-FROGS  MALAWI SET OF 10 FROG COINS, 10 KWACHA 2010 PF ........ $99.50 

 
HERRING GULL ON BELARUS RUBLE 

A Herring Gull in flight is featured on this 

2003 1 Ruble of Belarus.  The coin 

commemorates the Braslaw Lakes 

National Park.  The park is one of four 

national parks of Belarus.  It consists of 

some 30 interconnected lakes covering 

some 270 square miles (700 sq.km.).  The 

obverse of the 32mm copper-nickel coin 

features the arms of Belarus.  It has a 

mintage of only 5000 pieces. 

Item BY-GULL   BELARUS 1 RUBLE 2003 HERRING GULL KM55 PROOF ......... $22.00  

 
KISSING SWANS OF MAN 

This 2007 1 Crown from the Isle 

of Man features a pair of facing 

swans forming a heart.  The 

lovely coin features the Ian 

Rank-Broadley portrait of Queen 

Elizabeth on the obverse.   The 

copper-nickel coin is 38.61mm 

in diameter.  The Isle of Man, 

also known as Mann is a self-

governing British Crown 

Dependency in the Irish Sea. 

Item IOM-SWAN07  ISLE OF MAN 1 CROWN 2007 SWANS KM1313 BU ............... $12.50 

REDUCED SIZE IMAGE 
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AFRICAN COINS 
 

SCARCE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD COINS 

Both the Central African Republic and Chad 

are members of the Central Africa States Monetary Union.  Because the Monetary Union issues 

coins and currency in its own name for all its members, the member states have issued few 

circulating coins of their own.  This 1983 100 Francs of the Central African Republic utilizes a 

similar design as other Central African States Monetary Union 100 Francs.  It features the heads of 

three giant elands.  The Chad 500 Francs was struck only a single year: 1985.  It is one of the few 

circulating coins issued with that country's name. One side pictures a native woman; the other 

shows various food plants.   The 30mm coin is copper-nickel. The hard-to-find coin is popular with 

both "type" collectors and "one-coin-from-each-country" collectors. 

Item CAR-100F CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 100 FRANCS 1983 KM7 BU ....  $19.50  

Item TD-500F  CHAD 500 FRANCS 1985 KM13  BU ...................................................  $49.50 

 
FIRST COINS OF GHANA 

Ghana, formerly the British Colony of Gold Coast, 

declared independence on March 6, 1957.  Its first coins 

included these bronze 1958 1/2 and 1 Penny.  The obverse 

features its first President and Prime Minister Kwame 

Nkrumah with the legends in Latin, a language few know 

in Ghana.   The reverse includes a star, date and 

denomination.  The coins were struck only one year. 

Item GH-SET2   GHANA 1/2 & 1 PENNY 1958 KM 1 & 2 UNC. ..................................... $4.00 

 
COMOROS COIN SET 

Comoros is an 

island nation 

between 

Madagascar 

and 

Mozambique 

in the 

Mozambique 

Channel.  It 

has had an unstable government ever since gaining independence from France in 1975 it has had 

more than 20 coups or attempted coups and multiple assassinations.  This four coin set of Comoros 

includes the 2013 bi-metallic 250 Francs which commemorates the 30th anniversary of the Central 

Bank, 2013 stainless steel 100 Francs depicting a fish and a fishing boat, the 2020 50 Francs 

portraying  the Mosque of the Sultns and The 2013 25 Francs which features eggs and 4 chicks 

hatching   The top three denominations all have the Comoros emblem featuring a crescent moon 

and four stars. 

Item KM-SET4   COMOROS 4 COIN SET 25-250 FRANCS 2013-2020 UNC. .............. $27.50 
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NEWFOUNDLAND SILVER HALF DOLLARS 

Prior to becoming part of Canada in 1949, Newfoundland was a British colony. The silver 50 Cents 

was the highest denomination in general circulation in Newfoundland, and as such they received a 

lot of circulation. We offer Newfoundland silver 50 cent coins of Victoria, Edward VII and George 

V.  Due to Newfoundland’s severe economic difficulties no 50 cent coins were struck after 1919. 

The 30mm coins are struck in sterling silver and contain .3503 troy ounces of silver.  The British 

monarch is on the obverse and the denomination and date are on the reverse. 

Item NEWF-GEO50C   NEWFOUNDLAND GEORGE V 50c 1911-19 KM12 VG...... $19.00 

Item NEWF-EDW50C   NEWFOUNDLAND EDWARD VII 50c 1904-09 KM11 VG . $20.00 

Item NEWF-VICT50C   NEWFOUNDLAND VICTORIA 50c 1894-1900 KM6 VG .... $21.00 
 

NOVA SCOTIA & PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND CENTS 

Prior to the joining the Dominion of Canada Nova 

Scotia and Prince Edward Island had their own coins.  

The Nova Scotia bronze cent is dated 1861 or 1864.  It 

depicts young Queen Victoria on the obverse and the 

British imperial crown surrounded by a wreath of roses 

on the reverse.   Prince Edward Island’s only official 

coin is the 

1871 bronze 

cent.  Crowned Queen Victoria is on the obverse.  The 

reverse design is based on the island’s seal.  It depicts a 

large oak over three oak seedlings with the Latin 

inscription "PARVA SUB INGENTI" (The small beneath 

the great).  The oak represents Great Britain, the 

seedlings represent the island's three counties. 

Item NSCOTIA  NOVA SCOTIA 1 CENT 1861-64 KM8 G-VG ........................................ $9.00 

Item PEI    PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 1 CENT 1871 G-VG ......................................... $9.00 

 

THE FAMOUS BULL & HORSEMAN JITAL 

The Bull and Horseman Jital was introduced by the Hindu Kings in 

Kabul and Ohind (now Afghanistan and Pakistan) in the 9th century.  

One side featured a humped bull.  The other side a man on a horse 

holding a lance.  The coins became the standard for much of 

Afghanistan and northern India.  It continued to be struck for 

hundreds of years by neighboring and successive kingdoms. It 

gradually become cruder and more debased as each generation would copy the design from coins 

found in circulation.  These Bull and Horseman Jitals date from around the 10th to 11th century.  

They are made of debased silver and feature crude line drawings of the bull and horseman.  I do 

not have the time or patience to do an exact attribution so am letting them go cheap. 

Item B&H   INDIA BI BULL & HORSEMAN JITAL circa 1000AD VF-crude ............ $7.50 
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TEUTONIC ORDER IN THE BANAT OF SEVERIN 

By the end of the 14th Century the Ottoman Turks had conquered much 

of the Balkans and were threatening Hungary.  In 1429, Sigismund, King 

of Hungary asked the Teutonic Order for help in fighting the Turks.  

Teutonic Knights under the command of Komtur Nikolaus von Redwitz 

came to help defend the Iron Gates, the narrowest part of the Danube.  In 

exchange the Knights were given land near Severin, a border area between Transylvania and the 

Ottoman Empire.  The Knights were at first successful and in 1431 Nikolaus von Redwitz was 

given the titles “Banus of Severin” and “Count of the Mint and Salt Chambers in Transylvania”.   

However, the Hungarian nobility prevented the Knights from strengthening their fortifications and 

denied them help in their fight against the Turks.  Without the needed support, the Knights 

withdrew and returned to Prussia in 1434.  This small, crude, debased Obol was struck in Severin 

by Nikolaus von Redwitz between 1430 and 1434.  One side bears a crowned shield with a cross. 

A standing figure is on the other side.   It is a rare and little-known Teutonic Knight coin. 

Item SEVERIN  TEUTONIC KNIGHTS-BANAT OF SEVERIN 1430-34 CRUDE .... $24.00 

 

OLD OTTOMAN EMPIRE COIN OF MAHMUD II 

Mahmud II became Sultan of the Ottoman Empire in 1808 after a series of 

deadly revolts within the royal family. He carried out many reforms to 

modernize his country, including abolishing the elite Janissary corps, 

eliminated arbitrary death sentences modernized the taxation system to 

prevent abuses by tax collectors, made sweeping reforms of the 

bureaucracy to reestablish royal authority and raised salaries in an attempt to limit bribery.  He was 

less successful militarily, losing the Greek war of Independence, losing Algeria to the French and 

losing territory to Russia.  This small, thin Para of Mahmud II was struck in Constantinople 

between 1832 and 1838.  The coin is struck in .170 fine silver.  Though the coin shows little wear, 

it is weakly struck and is so thin that the design on one side shows through to the other side of the 

coin.  It is remarkably inexpensive for an historic silver coin that is almost 200 years old. 

Item TR-1P-MAHM2   OTTOMAN 1 PARA 1832-38 KM594 VF-XF-CRUDE ............. $4.00 

Item TR-1P-MAHM2x10   10 of the above OTTOMAN 1 PARA VF-XF-CRUDE ....... $25.00 

Item TR-1P-MAHM2x100   100 of the above OTTOMAN 1 PARA VF-XF-CRUDE . $125.00 
 

OLD RUSSIAN COPPER DENGA 

These copper Dengas, also known as half kopecks, 

were struck from 1730 to 1754, spanning the reigns of 

Anna, Ivan VI and Elizabeth.  One side bears the 

Russian double headed eagle. The other side shows the 

denomination and date.  There is no indication of the 

issuing monarch. It is an interesting and historic old 

Russian coin at a moderate price. 

Item RU-DENGA  RUSSIA DENGA 1730-1754, KM188 VG-F- crude  .............................. 9.50 

 

MACAU BI-METALLIC COIN DEPICTS HISTORIC CHURCH 

This bi-metallic 1997 Macau 10 Pataca coin was 

one of the last coins issued for Macao while it was 

under Portuguese rule.  China took control of 

Macau in 1999. At the top of the obverse is a small 

bat.  In Chinese lore bats bring the five blessings: 

life, wealth, health, virtue &  death after achieving 

one's destiny.  The reverse pictures St. Dominic's 

Church.  The church was built in 1587 by Spanish 

missionaries and reconstructed in the early 17th 

century.  The church closed down in 1834.  In 1997 it was renovated, reopened and a museum 

added alongside the church.  

Item MO-10P  MACAU 10 PATACA 1997 KM83 UNC. .................................................. $5.00  
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SCARCE NORTH KOREAN COIN SET 

North Korea rarely issues coins for general circulation and coins are struck for many years with 

only a single date.  This five coin set includes the first coins that North Korea issued for circulation.  

They were used until 2009 when the country did a sudden forced currency revaluation which wiped 

out the savings of most of its citizens.  All five coins are aluminum and have the national arms on 

the obverse.   The 1, 5 and 10 Chon dated 1959 were the first coins issued by North Korea.  The 

denomination is on the reverse. The 1978 50 Chon features the Chollima statue which depicts a 

worker and a peasantwoman on horseback. The monument is 151 feet (46 meters) high. It was 

unveiled in 1961 to celebrate leader Kim Il-sung's 49th birthday.  The 1987 1 Won depicts the 

"Grand People's Study House" in Pyongyang.  It was constructed in 1982 to celebrate leader Kim 

Il-sung's 70th birthday.   

Item KP-SET5 NORTH KOREA 5 COIN SET 1 CHON – 1 WON 1959-87 UNC.  ....... $10.00 

 
CUBA'S CONFUSING COIN SYSTEMS 

From 1994 until 2021 Cuba had 

unusual monetary system two 

different coin and currency systems.  

The coins are not inter-changeable, 

but both are called Pesos.  Most 

Cubans are paid in the regular 

Cuban Pesos, which can be used to 

buy basic necessities.  Tourists, 

government employees and Cubans 

with overseas family that sent them 

hard currency used the Convertible 

Pesos. The Convertible Peso could 

be used to buy goods and services 

that were deemed to be "luxuries".  In reality that meant just about everything other than rice and 

beans.  This encouraged overseas family to send money to Cuba, yet allowed the government to 

keep all the hard currency.  We offer both sets of these distinct Cuban coins.  The regular Cuban 

Peso coins includes the aluminum 

1, 2, 5, 20 Centavos, brass plated 

steel 1 and nickel clad steel 3 

Pesos.  The centavo coins feature a 

star the reverse. The 1 Peso 

pictures Jose Marti and the 3 Peso 

pictures Che Guevara.  The 

Convertible Peso coins include the 

copper-plated steel 1 Centavo, the 

stainless steel 5, 10, 25, 50 

Centavos and 1 Peso.  The coins 

depict famous Cuban landmarks.   

The obverses of all the coins 

feature the Cuban national arms.   

Item CU-PESO  SET OF 6 REGULAR CUBAN PESO COINS, 2002-2015  UNC. ........ $15.00 

Item CU-COVN  SET OF 6 CONVERTIBLE PESO COINS, 2016-18 UNC. ................. $20.00 
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World War Two 
 

FIRST COIN OF NAZI GERMANY 

The nickel 1 Reichsmark was the first coin introduced by 

the Nazi government after assuming power in 1933.  The 

obverse has the date and denomination.  The reverse 

features the German imperial eagle and the legend 

"Gemeinnutz vor Eigennutz" which translates as "Common 

Good Takes Priority over Self-interest".  The legend was 

the final point in the Nazi's 25-Point Program which gave 

the Reich unlimited authority.  The 23mm coin was struck from 1933 until 1939.   

Item DE-1RMK NAZI GERMAN NICKEL 1 REICHSMARK 1933-39 KM78 VF-XF $12.00 

 
NAZI GERMAN RENTENMARK NOTE 

In 1937 Nazi Germany introduced the 1 Rentenmark note in order to withdraw the nickel 1 

Reichsmark coin from circulation and use the nickel for its war efforts. The Rentenmark was 

equivalent to the Reichsmark however, the issuing authority was the Rentenbank rather than the 

Reichsbank, hence the different name.. The Reichsbank did not issue notes under 5 Reichsmarks 

so the Rentenbank was utilized to issue these lower denomination notes. The Rentenbank's 

currency was backed by mortgages on land and industrial properties rather than by gold. The 

emblem of the Rentenbank was a sheaf of grain. The emblem appears both on the back of the notes 

and in the embossed seal at the lower right corner of the notes.The notes continued in circulation 

until 1948. 

Item PM-DE-RENTEN1U   GERMAN 1 RENTENMARK NOTE 1937 P173 AU-U ..... $10.00 

 
NAZI OCCUPATION CURRENCY 

Germany a created special currency, called Reichskreditkassenschein for use in the nations overrun 

by Hitler's forces.   The notes were denominated in German Reichsmark, but could only be spent 

in an occupied country. German troops were paid in these notes, thus making the occupied nations 

finance the cost of their own occupation.  The undated notes were issued from 1939 to 1945.  The 

20 Reichsmark depicts Albrecht Durer’s drawing “The Architect” on the front and the Brandenburg 

Gate on the back.  

Item PM-DE-OCC20M  NAZI OCCUPATION 20 REICHSMARK PR139 UNC. ........  $20.00 
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WWII SILVER FLORIN FROM AUSTRALIA 

Australia entered World War II with an ill-

prepared, understaffed military with aging 

equipment.  After Britain’s declaration of war on 

Germany in 1939 Australia sent much of its 

military to Europe and North Africa.  In 1941 and 

1942 Australia suffered major losses in the 

Japanese invasion of Malaya and Singapore, 

where it had much of its remaining forces 

stationed, leaving it vunerable to a Japanese 

invasion.  It brought home much of its European forces for to fight the War in the Pacific.  From 

1942 until early 1944, Australia made up a majority of Allied strength in much of the fighting in 

the South West Pacific theatre.  Towards the end of the war the size of the Australian military was 

reduced in order to release manpower for war-related industries which were important to supplying 

Britain and the US forces in the Pacific.  During the war almost a million U.S. personnel passed 

through Australia.  The war contributed to major changes in the Australia’s economy, military and 

foreign policy and accelerated the process of industrialization.  This Australian 1944 sterling silver 

Florin (2 Shillings) depicts King George VI on the obverse and the arms of Australia on the reverse.  

The 28.5mm coin was struck at the Melbourne mint and contains .3364 troy ounces of silver. 

Item AU-FL44  AUSTRALIA 1 FLORIN 1944(m) KM40 VF-XF ................................... $16.00 

 
WORLD WAR II COIN OF FRENCH CAMEROON 

After Germany invaded France in World War II, the 

French administrators in Cameroon declared their 

colony to be under the control of Free France, rather 

than submit to puppet Vichy government.  They 

arranged to have this 25mm bronze 1 Franc coins 

struck at the South African mint.  The coin, dated 

1943 features patriotic symbols of the Free French 

Forces, including a bold French rooster on one side 

and the Cross of Lorraine on the other.   

Item CM-1F43 CAMEROON 1 FRANC 1943 KM5 VF .................................................... $5.00 

 
POST-WAR COIN OF FRENCH INDO CHINA 

French Indo China was made up of what is now Vietnam, Laos and 

Cambodia. After the fall of France to Germany the Japanese 

stationed a large number of troops in French Indo China and gained 

important concessions for the use of ports, railroads and airfields.  

Shortly thereafter the Viet-Minh forces under Ho Chih Minh began 

battling both the French and Japanese for an independent Vietnam. 

Towards the end of the war the United States gave support to the Viet-Minh to fight the Japanese.  

The Japanese, seeing the eventual defeat of Germany took full control of French Indo China in 

March 1945 until the Japanse surrender in August 1945.  The French attempted to reassert control 

of French Indo China following World War II, but were never able to gain full contol. This 

aluminum 1946 French Indo China  5 Centime was one of the last coins issued for French Indo 

China.   The obverse of the 18mm coin depicts Marianne, the national symbol of France, holding 

a laurel branch, representing peace.  A rice plant and the denomination is on the reverse.  The coins 

were struck at both the Paris and the Beaumont-le-Roger mints in France.  The Beaumont issues 

have a B mintmark on the reverse.  

Item FIC-5C-46B  FR. INDO CHINA 5 CENTIMES 1946 BEAUMONT KM30.2 BU .. .$7.00 

Item FIC-5C-46P  FRENCH INDO CHINA 5 CENTIMES 1946 PARIS KM30.1 BU ... .$7.00 
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UNOFFICIAL COINS 
 

KURDISTAN COIN SET    

An unofficial series of coins was struck for Kurdistan in 2006 including 50, 250, 500, 1000 and 

2500 Dinars coins.  The brass 50 Dinars pictures a European Grey Heron. The eight-sided copper-

nickel 250 Dinars shows a Eurasian Lynx.  The copper-nickel 500 Dinar shows a wild goat.  The 

1000 Dinar shows Mustafa Barzani, a charismatic Kurdish leader.   The 2500 Dinar is an unusual 

square bi-metallic coin with a copper outer ring and a brass inner plug.  It features an oil refinery 

in Kirkuk.  

Item KURD-SET5   KURDISTAN 5 COIN SET 50-2500 DINARS 2006 UNC ............. . $19.95 
 

GOTLAND COIN FEATURES VALKYRIE 

Gotland is a Swedish island in 

the Baltic Sea.  In Viking times 

it was a wealthy and important 

trading center.  Numerous 

treasure hoards contining many 

thousands of Arabic coins, 

some originating as far away as 

Afghanistan have been found in 

Gotland.  The coins came in the 

Viking trade that went through 

the rivers of Russia. In medieval 

times its capital city of Visby was the most important Hanseatic city in the Baltic Sea..  In 1394 

The Victual Brothers, a band of German pirates, occupied and set up a stronghold on the island.  In 

1398 the island was awarded to the Teutonic Knights for driving out the pirates.  In 1409 the 

Knights sold the island to Queen Margaret of Denmark, Norway and Sweden.  The island has 

remainded under Swedish rule since 1645.  The obverse of this unofficial 2022 Gotland 100 Kronor 

features the arms of Gotland on the obverse.  The reverse depicts a standing valkyrie. Valkyries 

were females who guide dead Viking warriors to the afterlife in Norse mythology.  The 39mm 

silver-plated coin has a mintage of only 150 pieces.  

Item GOTLAND  GOTLAND 100 KRONOR 2022 PROOF ............................................ $19.95 

 

ARGOS COIN FEATURES WOLF &ANCIENT ACHAEAN WARRIOR 

Argos was first settled about 

7,000 years ago in the late 

Neolithic era, making it one of 

the oldest continiously inhabited 

cities in the world.  It declared 

independence from the Ottoman 

Empire in 1821 but later joined 

Kingdom of Greece.  The 

obverse of this unofficial 2022 dated 200 Drachm features the Greek arms and a wolf, a symbol 

Argos used on its coins in ancient times. The reverse depicts an ancient Achaean warrior.  The 

39mm silver plated coin has a mintage of only 150 pieces. 

Item ARGOS    ARGOS 200 DRACHM 2022 PROOF ...................................................... $19.95 

Reduced size image 
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NOSY BORAHA WAS A PIRATE’S LAIR 

Nosy Boraha, formerly 

known as Sainte-Marie is an 

island in the Indian Ocean 

off the coast of Madagascar. 

It was rumored to have been 

the home of the 18th century 

utopian pirate republic of 

Libertalia.  In 1750 it was 

officially ceded to France.  

Two years later the local 

population rebelled and 

massacred the French settlers.  France did not return to the island until 1818 when they established 

a penal colony.  French rule continued until 1960, when the island voted to join Madagascar.  The 

obverse of the unofficial six-sided 39mm silver-plated brass 2021 20,000 Ariary coin of Nosy 

Boraha features a Madagascar saturnian butterfly, also known as the Madagascar moon moth 

(Argema mittrei).  It has wingspan of almost 8 inches (20cm) and a tail span of almost 6 inches 

(5.9cm), however it lacks a digestive system so only lives for one to three days.  The reverse of the 

coin depicts an Aye-aye (Daubentonia madagascariensis).  It is the world's largest nocturnal 

primate. The silver-plated Proof coin has a mintage of only 145 pieces.  

Item NOSY   NOSY BORAHA 20,000 ARIARY 2021 PROOF ........................................ $19.95 
 

ODD SHAPED COIN FROM JUAN FERNANDEZ ISLANDS 

The Juan 

Fernandez 

islands are 

three 

volcanic 

islands 

located 

some 416 miles (670km) off the coast of Chile.  They were discovered in 1574 by Spanish sailor 

Juan Fernandez.  For many years the islands were occasionally inhabited by pirates or sealers.  The 

islands most famous inhabitant was Scottish sailor Alexander Selkirk who lived alone from 1704 

to 1709.  Writer Daniel Defoe used his story as the basis for his novel Robinson Crusoe.  In 1970 

Chile renamed the main island Robinson Crusoe Island in an effort to promote tourism.  This odd-

shaped, unofficial 2022 Juan Fernandez Islands 5000 Pesos features the coat of arms and the 

denomination the obverse.  The reverse depicts Juan Fernandez and his ship.  The 49mm silver-

plated Proof coin has a mintage of only 145 pieces. 

Item JUAN   JUAN FERNANDEZ ISLANDS 5000 PESOS 2022 PROOF ..................... $19.95 
 

VIKINGS ON COIN OF HAFRSFJORD 

Viking chief Harald Fairhair 

united the small disparate 

kingdoms of Norway into a 

single realm at the Battle of 

Hafrsfjord, making him the first 

king of Norway.  The battle 

took place between about 872 

and 885AD.  The obverse of 

this 2022 50 Kroner coin of 

Hafrsfjord features Harald with a battle ax and the Swords in Stone monument in Hafrsfjord that 

commemorates the battle.  The reverse depicts Viking warriors and a longship.  The unofficial 

silver-plated brass Proof coin has a mintage of just 145 pieces.    

Item HAFRSFJORD   HAFRSFJORD 50 KRONER 2022 PROOF ................................ $22.00 
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FLAMINGOS ON COIN OF NUEVA ESPARTA 

Nueva Sparta is an 

archipelago of three 

islands located off the 

coast of Venezuela. 

They were discovered 

in 1498 during the third 

voyage of Columbus.  

In 1816 Simon Bolivar 

proclaimed the Third 

Republic of Venezuela 

and was recognized as 

the Supreme Chief on the islands.  The islands were given the name Nueva Esparta (New Sparta) 

because the heroism of the inhabitants during Venezuela’s war of independence resembled that of 

the Spartans of classical Greece.  This unofficial 2021 Nueva Sparta 500 Bolivars features the 

Nueva Sparta arms on the obverse.  The reverse features two flamingos and cattleya flowers along 

with the denomination, date and the arms of Venezuela.  The six-sided silver-plated brass Proof 

coin has a mintage of just 145 pieces. 

Item NUEVAESPARTA    NUEVA ESPARTA 500 BOLIVARS 2021 PROOF .............. $19.95 

 
THE COLOSSUS OF RHODES 

The Colossus of Rhodes is 

featured on this unofficial 

2021 500 Drachma of 

Rhodes.  The Colossus 

was a statue of the Greek 

sun god Helios that was 

erected in 280BC at the 

mouth of the harbor of 

Rhodes.  It was about 108 

feet (33 meters) high, 

approximately the height 

of the Statue of Liberty 

from head to feet.  It was one of the seven ancient wonders of the world.  It collapsed during an 

earthquake in 226BC.  The obverse of the eight-sided silver-plated brass Proof coin features the 

Rhodes coat of arms.  The coin has a mintage of only 145 pieces. 

Item RHODES   RHODES 500 DRACHMAS 2021 PF ..................................................... $19.95  

 
ARARAT REPUBLIC 

The Ararat Republic was an 

independent Armenian state that 

existed from 1918 until 1920, 

when it was divided between 

Russia and Turkey.  The obverse 

of this unofficial 2021 dated 500 

Dram of the Ararat Republic 

includes the nation’s coat of 

arms.  The reverse features the 

Church of the Twelve Apostles in Kars with Mount Ararat in the background. The church was built 

during the 10th century as an Armenian Apostolic Cathedral.  Since then it has been converted 

between a mosque and a church multiple times, depending on who was ruling the city. It also served 

as a warehouse and a museum.   In 1993 it converted into the Kumbet Mosque.  The five-sided 

silver-plated Proof coin is 37mm and has a mintage of 145. 

Item ARARAT     ARARAT REPUBLIC 500 DRAMS 2021 PROOF  ............................. $19.95  
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SAILING SHIP ON WATER ISLAND COIN 

Water Island is just south of St. 

Thomas in the U.S. Virgin 

Islands.  When the rest of the 

U.S. Virgin Islands were 

acquired by the United States 

from Denmark, Water Island 

was excluded.  The United 

States purchased Water Island 

from Denmark in 1944.  From 

1944 to 1950 it was controlled 

by the Department of Defense 

which used it to test chemical warfare agents.  In 1996 it was formally transferred to the U.S. Virgin 

Islands.  The 491.5 acre (1.989 sq.km.) island has a population of less than 200.  This unofficial 

2021 coin of Water Island commemorates the 25th anniversary of transferring Water Island to the 

Virgin Islands. The coin depicts a sailing ship on one side and the coat of arms on the other.  The 

40mm silver-plated Proof coin is denominated 1 West Indian Daler and has a mintage of only 150 

pieces. 

Item WATER  WATER ISLAND 1 DALER 2021 PROOF............................................. $22.00 

 
TRIANGULAR COIN FOR NEUTRAL MORESNET 

After the end of Napoleon’s 

occupation of the Netherlands in 

1816, Prussia and the Netherlands 

could not agree on the borders 

around Moresnet due to a valuable 

zinc spar mine in the territory.  As a 

compromise, it was made a neutral 

area, jointly ruled by both nations.  

Belgium replaced Netherlands after 

gaining independence in 1830. The 

territory was just a mile (1.5km) wide and 3 miles long (5km.).  The mine was the territories major 

employer. It operated shops, a hospital, bank and residences.  Residents were considered stateless 

and had no vote, but did have low taxes and low prices due to the lack of import duties.  After 

World War I Moresnet became part of Belgium.  This unofficial 2022 5 Franc coin of Moresnet 

depicts the arms of Moresent on the obverse.  The reverse features a representation of freedom.  

The 40mm triangular silver-plated Proof coin has a mintage of only 130 pieces.  

Item MORESNET   MORESNET 5 FRANCS 2022 PROOF .......................................... $19.95 

 
COIN OF THE SAVAGE ISLANDS 

The Savage Islands, also 

known as the Selvagens is an 

uninhabited archipelago 

belonging to Portugal midway 

between Madeira and the 

Canary Islands.  Since 1971 it 

has been a nature reserve.  

This unofficial 8-sided 2022 

Savage Islands 200 Escudos 

depicts two Pink Terns and a 

Madeira Lizard on one side 

and the coat of arms on the 

other.  The 40mm Proof silver-plated brass coins have a mintage of just 145 pieces. 

Item SAVAGE  SAVAGE ISLANDS 200 ESCUDOS 2022 PROOF ................................ $19.95 
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TOKENS & MEDALS 
 

1838 SCOTISH COMMUNION TOKEN 

Many churches in Scotland and England would 

hold Holy Communion only once a year or less. 

Only those deemed worthy were allowed to 

partake. Those worthy were given a special 

token, which had to be presented in order to 

take communion.   Being worthy was often 

associated with financial contributions.  This communion token dated 1838 was issued by the 

Established Church of Scotland in the small village of Monzie in Perthshire in central Scotland.  

Today little remains of Monzie other than a castle, some Bed and Breakfasts and the church which 

no longer holds regular services.  The 29mm x 19mm pewter token has “MONZIE” on one side 

and the date on the other.  In 1843 the minister and a majority of the members of the Monzie Church 

resigned in order to form the Monzie Free Church, taking part in The Great Disruption.  The Free 

Church of Scotland broke away from the Church of Scotland because of their opposition to the 

power of local landowners having the right to appoint the ministers.  

Item MONZIE  MONZIE, SCOTLAND COMMUNION TOKEN 1838 XF-AU ............ $15.00 
 

SAN FRANCISCO MINT TOKENS 

Like most mints, the San Francisco mint 

prohibited employees from possessing coins while 

working in the mint in order to reduce the 

opportunity for theft.   These brass tokens were 

used during the 1980’s and 1990’s for vending 

machines and the canteen inside the mint.   One 

side depicts an American eagle surrounded by 

stars.  The other side has the legends “BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM”  “CALIF”  “1984” 

and the denomination.  The sizes of the tokens are slightly smaller than their corresponding U.S. 

coin: The 5 cents is 20mm, 10 cents is 16.5mm and the 25 cents is 23mm.  Similar tokens, dated 

1985, were used in California prisons.  

Item SFTOKENx3  SET OF 3 S.F. MINT TOKENS: 5, 10 & 25 CENTS 1984 VF-AU . $6.00 

Item SFTOKEN-25  25 CENT S.F. MINT TOKEN FROM ABOVE SET VF-AU ......... $3.00 

 

ORIGINAL APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING MEDAL 

On May 25, 1961, President Kennedy 

set the goal of "landing a man on the 

Moon and returning him safely to the 

Earth". This was fulfilled eight years 

later, on July 20, 1969.  I was at the 

Boy Scout National Jamboree in 

Idaho on that day.   In 2005 President 

George W. Bush set the goal of 

returning to the moon no later than 

2020.  This still has not been 

accomplished 17 years later despite having better materials, computers and technology.  It seems 

America has lost its mojo.  Important ventures are delayed or killed by a thousand cuts from 

bureaucrats, politicians and excessive regulation.   This 35mm aluminum medal was struck for sale 

in Canada shortly after the Apollo 11 moon landing.  The obverse features the busts of astronauts 

Aldrin, Armstrong and Collins. The reverse depicts the Lunar Module on the moon and the legends 

“THE FIRST MEN ON THE MOON” and “JULY 20, 1969” in both English and French.  It is a 

memento of an historic event from over half a century ago.   

Item APOLLO11  APOLLO 11 FIRST MEN ON THE MOON MEDAL UNC. ............... $3.00  
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World Paper Money 
 

CIVIL WAR BANKNOTE FROM NORTH CAROLINA 

A sailing ship is featured on this 50 Cent note issued 

by the State of North Carolina during the American 

Civil War.  The note is dated September 1, 1862 and 

is in Uncirculated condition.  The note promises to 

pay the bearer 50 Cents on or before January 1, 1866.  

The Confederacy lost the war and the note was never 

redeemed.  Like most notes of that era the note is 

hand signed and is only printed on one side. 

Item PM-CSA-NC50C  NORTH CAROLINA 50 CENTS NOTE 1862 PS2358 UNC. . $45.00 

 

MEXICAN REVOLUTION CURRENCY 

The Mexican Revolution 

was a series of civil wars 

lasting from 1910 until 1920 

which transformed Mexican 

culture and government.  

Due to the collapse and 

instability of a central 

government various 

revolutionaries and states 

issued their own currency.  

One of our suppliers, who 

has been setting aside 

Mexican Revolution 

currency for years finally 

accumulated enough to make sets of these popular notes.  The exact notes in each set may vary. 

Item PM-MX-REV16   16 DIFFERENT MEXICAN REVOLUTION NOTES F-VF ... $99.50 

Item PM-MX-REV8      8 DIFFERENT MEXICAN REVOLUTION NOTES F-VF .... $49.50 
 

LAST CIRCULATING NOTES OF EAST GERMANY 

These five notes were the last notes issued for circulation by East Germany.  The notes feature 

communist and German heroes.  The 100 Mark depicts Karl Marx on the front and a street scene 

in front of the Palace of the Republic in Berlin on the back.  The 50 Mark features Frederick 

Engels and an oil refinery.  Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and children leaving school are on the 

20 Mark.  The 10 Mark features women’s rights advocate Clara Zetkin on the front and a woman 

at a control panel of the Rheinsberg nuclear power plant on the back.  The 5 Mark features radical 

theologian Thomas Muntzer who was a leader of the German Peasant’s war of 1525.  Combines 

in a wheat field are on the back.  All the notes have watermarks of the person pictured on the 

note.   The notes are dated 1971 to 1975 and remained in use until the reunification of Germany 

in 1990.  The notes are all Uncirculated. 

Item PM-EGER-SET5   EAST GERMANY 5 NOTE SET 1971-75 P27-31 UNC. ........ $59.75 
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RARE UNISSUED BANKNOTES OF EAST GERMANY 

These scarce 200 and 500 Mark East German notes were the highest denominations and last 

banknotes printed by East Germany.  The notes are dated 1985, but had not been released into 

circulation by the time the East German government collapsed in 1989. After the collapse the notes 

were buried in old Nazi bunkers. A very limited number of notes were "liberated" from a bunker 

by teenagers who knew of a hidden entrance, before the German government destroyed all the 

remaining notes. The front of 200 Mark note features a family in front of a government apartment 

complex. The back pictures a group of school children and their teacher.  The 500 Mark pictures 

the East German Arms and the Staatsrat building in Berlin.    

Item PM-EGER-SET2   E.GERMANY 200 & 500 MARK 1985 P32 & P33 AU-UNC.  $48.00 
 

SOVIET UNION POLYGLOT BANKNOTE SET 

This 5-note set includes the 1, 3, 5, 10 and 25 Ruble 

notes used by the Soviet Union between 1961 and 

nation disintegration in 1991.  The 25 and 10 Ruble 

notes depict the bust of Vladimir Lenin.  The 3 and 5 

Rubles have views of the Kremlin.  The notes are 

sometimes referred to as Polyglot Rubles as they have 

the denomination in Russian, Ukrainian, 

Byelorussian, Uzbek, Kazakh, Georgian, Turkmenian, Lithuanian, Cyrillic Romanian, Latvian 

Kyrgyz, Tajik, Armenian, Azerbaijanian, and Estonian on the backs.   

Item PM-RU-SET5  USSR 5 NOTE SET 1-25 RUBLES VG-VF ................................... $5.00 
 

ANOTHER AWARD WINNING MEXICAN BANKNOTE 

The new 2021 Mexican 50 Peso won the 

International Bank Note Society (IBNS) 

prestigious Banknote of the Year award 

and the 2022 Best New Banknote at the 

2022 High Security Printing Conference.   

The front of the polymer note features and 

eagle standing on a cactus with the 

“Atltlachinolli,” the Aztec symbol for war, 

in its beak. It is taken from a fragment of 

the monolith known as Teocallide la 

Guerra Sagrada.  The image appears 

almost three-dimensional.  In the 

background is a scene of Tenochtitlan, the 

capital of the Aztec empire from Diego 

Rivera’s mural, La Gran Tenochtitlan.  

The back features a river scene that 

includes Mexican, a person in a boat and a 

corn field in Xochimilco.  It incorporates 

numerous security features including the denomination which changes from gold to green and a 

SPARK image.  Also available is the award winning 2021 20 Peso note commemorating the 

nation's 200th anniversary of independence. 

Item PM-MX-50P21  MEXICO 50 PESOS NOTE 2021 UNC. ......................................... $7.00 

Item PM-MX-20P21  MEXICO 20 PESOS NOTE 2021 UNC. ......................................... $7.00 
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BEAUTIFUL POLYMER NOTES OF ST. THOMAS & PRINCE 

 
Saint Thomas and Prince (Sao Tome e Principe) is a poor island nation off the west coast of Africa, 

yet they have some of the most attractive banknotes in the world.  These 5 and 10 Dobras polymer 

notes are dated 2016, but were not released into circulation until 2018.  There issued for a 1000 to 

1 revaluation of the Dobra and as part of the 25th anniversary celebration of the Central Bank.  The 

notes were designed and printed by De La Rue. The fronts of these beautiful notes depict a butterfly. 

The notes have two see-through windows, one featuring a butterfly, the other Rei Amador, who in 

1595 led a slave revolt against the Portuguese.  The back of the 5 Dobras features a Sao Tome 

shrew and a map of the islands.  The 10 Dobras pictures a Sao Tome prinia bird and a map.  

Item PM-ST-SET2  ST. THOMAS & PRINCE 5 & 10 DOBRAS P70 & 71 UNC. ....... $12.00 

 
COLORFUL SOLOMON ISLAND NOTES 

   
These current Solomon Island banknotes are bright and colorful!  The 10 Dollar note is bright red 

and the 20 Dollar note is purple.  Both feature the national flag on the front, which glows under 

ultra-violet light. The back of the 10 Dollar note depicts a woman making shell money and four 

traditional types of currency including a feather money roll and shell money.  The back of the 20 

Dollar note features a man playing large, native panpipes and women dancing.  

Item PM-SB-NOTES2  SOLOMON IS. 10 & 20 DOLLARS P33 & P34 UNC. ............ $15.00 

 
SURINAME 5 NOTE SET FEATURES LANDSCAPES 

This is the complete 5-note set of the 

second issue of the Surinamese Dollar. 

IT was introduced in 2010 and is in 

current circulation.  The designs are 

similar to the first issue but with many 

advanced security features including a 

holographic stripe, color shifting security 

thread and bank logo registration device.  

The fronts of the notes all depict the 

Central Bank building in Paramaribo and 

native plants. The back sides show the country’s impressive landscape and also various plants.  The 

back of the 2012 5 Dollar note features the Gran Rio River and a Coconut palm. The 2019 10 Dollar 

depicts the Suriname river and a Yellow lapacho tree.   The 2019 20 Dollar pictures the Voltzberg 

granite dome mountain and a Red mangrove on the back.  The 2019 50 Dollar depicts Mount 

Kasikasima and a Java cotton tree.  An aerial view of the Maroni River and a Sandalwood tree are 

on the back of the 2020 100 Dollar note.   

Item PM-SR-SET5  SURINAME 5 NOTE SET 5 TO 100 DOLLAR P162-P166 UNC. $49.75 
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KING MSWATI III AND HIS MANY WIVES 

King Mswati III of Swaziland is one of the world’s last absolute monarchs.  He was appointed king 

in 1968 at age 18.   The king wearing a traditional feather crown is on the front of this Swaziland 

10 Emalangeni note.   The back of the note features nine of his 15 wives dancing in the Incwala 

ceremony, an annual month-long celebration of the king.  The note is printed on a hybrid paper and 

polymer substrate with enhanced security features including a watermark of the king. 

Item PM-SZ-10E   SWAZILAND 10 EMALANGENI 2010 P36 UNC. ......................... $12.50 

 
NEW ZIMBABWE 6 NOTE SET 

Despite the previous disastrous inflation 

brought on by issuing huge quantities of 

unbacked currency, the Reserve Bank of 

Zimbabwe is again issuing unbacked 

currency.  In 2019 it released new 2 and 

5 Dollar notes, followed by 10, 20, 50 

and 100 Dollar notes dated 2020.  The 

government unsuccessfully tried to 

outlaw the use of foreign currencies in 

order to force the acceptance of the Zimbabwe notes, but was forced to backtrack after government 

employees refused to accept pay in their own government’s currency!  The notes all feature the 

Chiremba Balancing Rocks on the front.  The backs depict Zimbabwe culture and wildlife. 

Item PM-ZW-SET6  ZIMBABWE 6 NOTE SET: 2 TO 100 DOLLARS 2019-20 UNC.$27.50 

 
LEBANESE LOLLAR SATIRE NOTES 

This set of six Lebanese satire 

notes are labeled “The 

Currency of Corruption” in 

English and Arabic.  The set 

includes the 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 

and 100 Lollar notes.  Lollar is 

a derogatory term for U.S. 

dollars deposited in Lebanese 

banks, but now can only be 

withdrawn in Lebanese Livres 

at highly unfavorable rates.   The fronts of the notes feature the many disasters that have befallen 

Lebanon due to government corruption and incompetence. Elected officials, more interested in 

their political party than their country have destroyed their nation.   The backs depict the Central 

Bank building in ruins and labeled “The Lollar Bank”.   The notes, designed by the Leo Burnett 

advertising agency and acclaimed British artist Tom Young were available in special ATMs in 

Beirut in May 2022.   

Item PM-LOLLAR   LEBANON SET OF 6 SATIRE NOTES, 1 - 100 LOLLAR UNC. $5.00 

Item PM-LOLLARx10  10 SETS OF THE ABOVE LEBANESE LOLLAR NOTES ... $25.00 

  



 

                                        Use back or blank sheet if more space is needed 
 

ORDER FORM 

JOEL ANDERSON        www.JoelsCoins.com 

P.O. BOX 365   GROVER BEACH,  CA  93483-0365   USA 

phone 805-489-8045    fax 805-299-1818   email: orders@joelscoins.com  

Name _______________________________________________________________  

Address ______________________________________________________________  

City/State ______________________________________ Zip  __________________  

e-mail address or phone # ________________________________________________  
 

Please check if:   Paying by Check or MO       Confirming phone, fax or e-mail order      New Address 
 

If paying by credit or debit card # __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ 
 

 

Expires ___/___      card verification code ________ 
 

SIGNATURE_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Item # Country & Description Quant. Price Total 
1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      

8      

9      

10      

11      

12      

13      

14      

15      

16      

 Alternates in case of sold out items:     

      
      
     POSTAGE & INSURANCE: 

For orders shipped to U.S address add:       
Total Merchandise    

 under $200          $6.00     

$200 to $600       $8.00     
over $600             FREE   

Other Countries - please ask for rates 

Calif. residents add 8.75% Tax    

 Postage & Insurance    

 TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED    

200 
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